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This 1/6 Stater is over 2,700 years old.
It originated towards the end of the Iron
Age in Lydia, an Iron Age kingdom in
Anatolia, Turkey. Due to primitive methods of
manufacture, only one side featured a design.
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After 2,700 years, currencies have finally
caught up with technology.
Humanity’s made astonishing progress in the past few centuries:
from the Industrial Revolution to the advent of the PC and the
Internet, it seems the world’s changed beyond imagination.
And yet one thing has hardly evolved since its Iron Age inception: money.
Sure, technology’s helped it move around faster and created new payment methods. But really, that’s it.
Now, with the advent of digital currencies (Cryptocurrencies) like Bitcoin, money has caught up with technology. They
offer you a new, yet maturing, Asset Class with many attractive advantages over money itself.

Introducing the AlphaBit Fund.
At AlphaBit, we’ve been analysing, investing and working in Cryptocurrencies since Bitcoin’s launch in 2009.
The insights, experience and expertise we gained were used to create the AlphaBit Fund, which invests in both new
and existing digital currencies. Yet while AlphaBit is a specialist Cryptocurrency fund, it’s designed so investments are
protected from much short-term volatility.
Our Trading Teams are in all major markets, featuring some of the most experienced Cryptocurrency traders, along with
others from traditional asset class backgrounds. Their experience, along with robust, proven algorithms generates returns
many times greater than Bitcoin itself.
We use gold-standard security measures, third-party compliance and accounting, and operate under the strict rules of
UAE’s DFSA for further security and transparency.
So, after 2,700 years, we give you the opportunity to invest in a promising new Asset Class.

The advantages of
Cryptocurrencies
Fast
Cryptocurrencies are designed for the digital age:
unrestricted by borders, bank charges, third-parties and
time.

Decentralised
Cryptocurrencies are inherently protected from rigging,
inflation and interest rates.

Secure
Cryptography and blockchain technology doesn’t
just protect your investment, but also your transactions
and anonymity. Plus, Cryptocurrencies can’t be
counterfeited or arbitrarily reversed by a sender, as
with credit card charge-backs. It’s far ahead compared
to much current financial security.

Demand
Around the world there’s growing demand from
institutions, businesses and individuals.
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The future arrived in 2009

Bitcoin introduced the world to a secure,
innovative and decentralised new asset class.
One with many advantages over traditional
banking, and superb investment potential.
Digital currencies are created and managed by advanced security encryption called
cryptography (hence Cryptocurrency). With Bitcoin’s launch in 2009, Cryptocurrencies
went from academic concept to reality.
As with money, you can buy and sell goods, transfer amounts between people and
companies, and extend credit. Yet Cryptocurrencies have major advantages over money,
making them ideally suited to a digitally-connected world.
Perhaps the greatest advantage is that each Cryptocurrency is decentralised. This lack
of central control has two benefits: it empowers individuals and removes the need for
financial institutions.

Peer-to-peer distribution also frees Cryptocurrencies from the time restrictions of markets and
service charges added by banks and middlemen. Furthermore, transactions made over peer-topeer networks are more secure than you may imagine thanks to Blockchain technology.
Blockchain technology underpins all Cryptocurrencies. Originally developed by the NSA,
Blockchain has evolved and is now considered one of the most robust security systems ever
created. No wonder the world’s financial institutions are clamouring to adopt it.
Meanwhile, Cryptocurrencies are gaining a stronger foothold in finance and payment
processing, and capturing imaginations at ever-accelerating rates.
Bitcoin itself has seen exceptional growth in daily transactions as more businesses adopt it as
an alternative payment method. There are also more Bitcoin ATMs appearing in cities around
the world.
Today, Bitcoin is the digital equivalent of gold. Finite in nature, and scarce in supply, it will
continue to see strong growth year in, year out.
And, with the expertise of the AlphaBit Team, so could you.

Cryptocurrencies are distributed over peer-to-peer computer networks. This protects them
from self-interested third parties. For instance, central banks cannot bend a Cryptocurrency’s
rates by printing more of it. Peer-to-Peer distribution protects against inflation, excessive
interest rates - and ensures a currency’s owner benefits economically.
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The future’s future
There’s no denying this new asset class is still finding its feet. But as
we’ll demonstrate, its growth potential is tremendous - even more so
with our investment strategy.
Since Bitcoin’s 2009 launch, more than 1,000 other cryptocurrencies have appeared. But here’s the rub: many
have failed.

So what makes us so confident about their future?
For a start, our extensive involvement with cryptocurrencies allowed us to identify patterns behind those that failed
and those that have succeeded like Bitcoin and Ethereum.
We’ve developed successful research methodologies to help us identify which new currencies are most likely to
succeed. It’s also allowed us to build in high levels of protection from much market volatility.
Along with this, many Coins launch with cheap initial prices. Our community involvement gives us advantageous
access to these launches, often with exclusive discounts unavailable to our competitors.
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A future brighter than gold
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Our strategy enables our Trading Teams to benefit directly from this volatility and
generate alpha during turbulent price movements.

When it comes to Bitcoin, our position is long, backed by price-agnostic strategies.
We also use liquidity (essentially creating a blended Fund) and hold Coins in Cold
Storage to further protect investments from short-term fluctuations.
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At AlphaBit, we don’t see this as a negative, but as something to turn into a positive
for our clients.

Over the last four years, our Traders have generated returns eight times greater than
would be possible by trading Bitcoin alone.
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year bar one.
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Investment Philosophy
Our philosophy is to continue to beat
bitcoins performance on a risk adjusted
basis as measured by the sortino ratio.
We generate higher returns for you with
a Fund that’s ring-fenced from much of
the market’s volatility.
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How do we achieve this?
Proprietary
research
methodologies,
proven
technology, and a highly experienced fund
management team managing a blended portfolio.
There are few cryptocurrency investment funds currently available.
Those that exist either track the price of bitcoin, and more recently ethereum, or generate marketneutral returns using automated algorithms.
These long term tracker invariably underperform for one simple reason; management fees.
So while you may see these market-neutral trading strategies outperform in bear markets, they’re
left far behind in bull markets.
And then there’s the matter of high management fees which take a further chunk from your returns.
At Alphabit, we’ve closely monitored these Funds to understand why they’re failing.We’ve used
this knowledge to create a blend of proven and proprietary techniques and technologies that
generate stronger returns than those of Bitcoin itself serves to minimize risk and help increase
gains.
The Fund itself is designed to safeguard our clients from much of the volatility in this nascent market.
Plus, our long-term involvement with the Cryptocurrency community has revealed unique insights
and rewarded us with advantageous opportunities around Initial Coin Offerings.
This is our approach to pursuing alpha: one that’s built on expertise, well-connected, ring-fenced
against volatility.
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24/7 trading and risk adjustment
We use both algorithmic methods alongside Dynamic management
hands-on traders. Our automated program is Our 24 hour trading teams allows Alphabit to anticipate market movements and reposition
robust and reliable, already having a proven the portfolio accordingly. Long and short cash positions are managed to capitalise on this.
track record in straight-line, low volatility growth,
Cold storage
as well as market agnostic algorithm strategies
A portion of the Fund invests directly in Cryptocurrencies to be held in Cold Storage. We
which amplify returns in volatile markets.
keep our coins in robust hardware wallets that rely on multi-authentication access (referred
Our Traders have been carefully selected either for their experience in trading Digital
Currencies or because they have highly transferrable skills from traditional asset
classes. This way, our trading strategies are not directly proportional to the returns
and risks undertaken, so protecting your investment from the rapid price fluctuations
of digital currencies.
Each team receives liquidity with which to achieve above-market returns. They
employ fundamental and technical analysis to uncover the insights that enable this. A
further advantage is having teams in all major global markets, continually monitoring
Cryptocurrencies and reacting immediately to changing conditions.

Fiat currencies
Our investment strategy is further underpinned by trading a percentage of fiat currencies
on Bitcoin Contracts For Difference (CFD). These accounts are denominated in
sterling and therefore are not exposed to the volatility of bitcoin, and will serve to
significantly reduce the portfolio’s volatility statistics. We also have leveraged trading
accounts denominated in Bitcoin, which allows us to maintain exposure to Bitcoin
while generating alpha through the use of leverage. volatility of bitcoin. This will serve
to significantly reduce the portfolio’s volatility statistics...

to as ‘Multi-Sig’). It’s one of the most robust securities available.

Community engagement
We’ve nurtured strong relationships in the cryptocurrency community that have already
proved advantageous: AlphaBit receives more invitations to discounts on Initial Coin
Offerings than our competitors. Meanwhile, our research methodologies predict which
Coins are most likely to succeed. On each new coin, we work with its team of developers
to help them on their path to generating a strong coin offering whilst generating healthy
returns for our clients in the meantime.

Strategic partnerships
We’ve established strategic partnerships with some of the most experienced cryptocurrency
players, each selected for their outstanding records and reputations. They help with third
party compliance, transparent accounting and developing robust security measures.
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Targeting sophisticated investors, a minimum of
$100,000 is required for participation within
the fund. A minimum of a five year time horizon
is recommended, as with any longer term
investment propositions. This offers the greatest
growth potential, with minimal risk.
The AlphaBit Digital Currency Fund shields your investment from much of the market
volatility through a blend of Cold Storage, $ and Cryptocurrency Margin trading.
Along with this, we’re currently the only Fund offering round-the-world, and round-the-clock
market monitoring and trading. So we’re always ready to react to adverse situations and
capitalise on opportunities the very moment they appear.
AlphaBit Digital Currency Fund will also be launching its own ICO allowing investors the
potential to invest in smaller sizes a before the end of the 2017.
For a personalised illustration of how you can benefit from AlphaBit Digital Currency
Fund, please call us or visit www.alphabitdcf.com.
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The Team

From the outset, we aimed to attract only the most experienced and successful
talent to AlphaBit. And that’s just what we’ve done.

Our engagement with the Cryptocurrency community allowed us to find
traders who have worked exclusively in this market since its inception. And
we’ve also taken great care to hire exceptional individuals from traditional
trading backgrounds who hold valuable and highly transferrable skills.

SAEED AL DARMAKI

Managing Director and Board Member

Saeed has seven years experience at the Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority (ADIA) working in the Fixed
Income and Treasury Department, and previously in
Operations, He has a proven record in financial
analysis, along with portfolio and
cash management. Before ADIA he amassed six
years experience in customer services, sales and
mortgage administration in Britain.
Saeed holds a BSc Degree in Statistics with Business Management from Kingston
University. He’s also a Level III CFA candidate and holds a professional certificate
from the Business Continuity Institute. His experience and extensive contacts within
finance and banking in Abu Dhabi make him a pivotal team member.

ANDREW IVISON
Operations manager

Andrew has worked in project controls for
multinational clients such as GlaxoSmithKline
and UAE-based oil and gas companies. He has
extensive experience in providing cost and schedule
control for $ multimillion projects, and uses this
knowledge to develop and offer leadership around
organisational strategies, policies and practices.
An early enthusiast of digital currencies, Andrew has closely monitored and traded in
these markets, gaining a wealth of knowledge of Coin issues, and the key concepts
and technologies that underpin them.

LIAM ROBERTSON
Chief Executive Officer

Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) and Chartered
Alternative Investment Analyst (CAIA), Liam holds a degree
in Economics from the University of Newcastle-Upon-Tyne.
He also holds a Masters in Finance from the University of
Durham.
Starting as a Portfolio Manager for UK-based IFA company,
Liam quickly moved up to Analyst at a London-based Fund
of Investment Trusts. He sat on the Yen desk for Light Peak
capital and a Hedge Fund, successfully trading Euros, Yen and Dollar Yen for 18 months.
After increasing his book five-fold, He sat on the yen desk for Hedge Fund Light Peak
Capital, trading euro yen and dollar yen. After successfully increasing his book five-fold in
18 months, he moved back to private client wealth management.

HERMAN LIU

Strategist and Risk Officer, Board member

Herman qualified as a Chartered Accountant from the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in the UK (ACA). He also
holds a degree in Computer Science from the University
of East Anglia.
After 15 years at Crowe Clark Whitehill, managing J
Sainsbury, Smiths Group, the Woolwich Building Society
and more, Herman moved to JP Morgan Chase & Co as
Vice President, focusing on risk and audit.
He then founded his own firm of Chartered Accountants, offering consultancy and business
solutions for SME clients. Herman’s latest enterprise is Huddle, a professional brokerage
in London advising businesses across a broad range of industries, and offering flexible
secured and unsecured loans to SMEs.
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ABDUL MUKITH

JASON KING

Abdul Mukith graduated with a Business Economics
degree with over 18 years of experience in the
property and alternative investment sector including
commodity trading. He has been in business
development for over 10 years in the financial
services industry and has a wide network of
connections in the UK, Middle East, Europe, and
Asian markets.

A avid competitive gamer and explorer of the internet
since 1998, Jason King stumpled upon Bitcoin in early
2010, right after being hacked of online game account
that spanned over a decade long, continued down the
rabbit hole with a deep interest in macro-economics and
cosmo-philosophy.

Business Development Manager

YONATAN BEN-SHIMON

Ico portfolio manager and invesment committee
member

Yonatan has spent the last 5 years in managing a
successful crypto investment portfolio , his portfolio
increased 33x in the past 3 years. previously worked
as a long short hedge fund manager . founded
matchpool- an ethereum based crypto project

ANAND DAPRABU
RAJENDRAN

Head Trader, Board member & Investment Committee Chair

The provider of liquidity for all of India’s bitcoin
exchanges. Graduating in commerce, he came
across cryptocurrencies from its inception. Now in
2016 in his success with both mining and trading
of cryptocurrencies has enable Anand to cofound
two bitcoin companies, most notably Coins burg,
another Digital currency asset management firm
going from strength to strength.

ICO portfolio manager Investment Committee member

As a Certified Bitcoin Professional and a veteran in
investing in cryptocurrencies and related projects. He has
developed a unique understanding of security practices and investment opportunities in the
digital realm.
Jason King will be managing a Game Assets portfolio for the fund as well managing a small
portfolio of small cap cryptos for Alphabit. He is an early adopter of Monero and is highly
regarded in western USA cryto community.

BRAD MILLS

Head Of Algorithms Investment Committee member

A bitcoin evangelist and algorithmic trader, Brad has been
in the blockchain technology space since 2011. Before
entering the cryptocurrency space, Brad was a pioneer
in the social gaming space, managing virtual economies
for facebook and iOS games with millions of users. Brad
and his partners have developed Quantitative Algorithmic
Trading Strategies for traditional markets and cryptocurrency
trading. A bitcoin evangelist and algorithmic trader, Brad
has been in the blockchain technology space since 2011.
Before entering the cryptocurrency space, Brad was a pioneer in the social gaming space,
managing virtual economies for facebook and iOS games with millions of users. Brad and his
partners have developed Quantitative Algorithmic Trading Strategies for traditional markets
and cryptocurrency trading.
Brad Mills is known a very well know face in the digital currency space, and is one of the key
players with Alphabit’s Algo trading strategies. He is also advisor to the ICO portfolio team
holding himself well excess of over 100 currencies himself, and having his ear to the ground.
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Initial Coin Offerings
Many factors can help predict a new currency’s Alphabit ICO Investment process.
chance of success or failure. We go above and At Alphabit we are deeply integrated into the Digital Currency Community; and as a result,
many of the leading developers personally. This allows the firm to get a real insight
beyond in our analysis to ensure positive returns know
into the cutting edge technology behind the newly formed startups, and make informed
decisions at a very early stage on the viability of the project as to whether or not it is a real
for our clients.
An Initial Coin Offering (ICO) or an Initial Public Coin Offering (IPCO) is a means
by which startups raise finance to implement their project. In an ICO campaign, a
percentage of the cryptocurrency is sold to early backers of the project in exchange
for legal tende or other cyptocurrencies (usually bitcoin or etheruem.
When a cryptocurrency startup firm wants to raise money through an Initial Coin
Offering (ICO), it usually creates a plan on a whitepaper which states what the project
is about, what need(s) the project will fulfill upon completion, how much money is
needed to undertake the venture, how much of the virtual tokens the pioneers of the
project will keep for themselves, what type of money is accepted, and how long the
ICO campaign will run for. During the ICO campaign, enthusiasts and supporters of
the firm’s initiative buy some of the distributed cryptocoins with fiat or virtual currency.
These coins are referred to as tokens and are similar to shares of a company sold to
investors in an Initial Public Offering (IPO) transaction. If the money raised does not
meet the minimum funds required by the firm, the money is returned to the backers
and the ICO is deemed to be unsuccessful. If the funds requirements are met within
the specified timeframe, the money raised is used to either initiate the new scheme or
to complete it, with the intention of bringing the cryptocurrency to the public market
through listing.

“value add” to the sector.

We initially look at the concept of the project to assess whether it has a valid use case for
the community, and furthermore, has potential to adopted by the wider public and so gain
market penetration.
We assess the The development team, looking at their core skills, and also their support
team, gaging whether they have the ability to truly bring the product to market.
The Whitepaper is then critically analysed by our own team of developers to ensure the tech
and language stacks up as to its purpose of the project.
Once we have assessed these parameters, we then make a decision as to whether we
support the project through investment or not
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Strategic Partnerships:strength in numbers

Strategic partnerships leverage the AlphaBit Fund Transparent Accounting
and ensure transparent accounting, third-party Apex Fund Solutions is a global institution with over 600 staff. Each day they administer over
in funds. As our Fund Administrators, Apex will carry out all accounting, NAV calculation
DIFC compliance and gold-standard encryption $45Bn
and reporting, while ensuring strict compliance. Using an independent third party means we
adhere to strict global calculation standards for Fund performance. It also adds transparency,
to protect your investment.
and prevents internal exaggeration of Fund performance or amplified NAV.
http://www.apexfundservices.com/

AlphaBit and all our partners meet the strictest rules around compliance, accountability
and security. Inside, we’re structured so that no decision can be made without first passing
one of several committees, including our Fund Investment Committee. Outside partners
ensure transparency and objectivity through ongoing Fund performance reviews.

Solid foundations
Our first partner was Elation Capital. Their market-agnostic, automated trading strategies
have a superior record in straight-line, low volatility growth. By allocating a fixed amount
of carefully-managed assets to algorithmic trading, we can minimise folio risk while
offering positive performance in all market environments.

Legal and truthful

Compliance that’s above and beyond
We’ve also partnered with Dalma Capital using them as Investment Managers due to their
outstanding track record. Dalma operates a Fund of Funds on behalf of global institutions,
institutional investors, Government bodies, Family offices and numerous individual funds.
Our partnership with Dalma also ensures we comply with their highly-regarded Alternative
Investment Management Global Platform (AIMgp). Dalma itself is regulated by the DIFC and
DFSA (equivalent to the FCA, but with stricter compliance and regulatory frameworks). Operating
under these strict UAE regulations ensures superior compliance.
http://www.dalmacapital.com/

Walkers LLP is a leading international law firm, consistently ranked in the top tier of
global legal directories. Their extensive experience of providing legal, corporate and
fiduciary services to corporations, financial institutions, Fund Managers and other capital
market participants made them ideal both to incorporate the Fund in the Cayman Islands
and act as our official Counsel there.
Because the Fund is incorporated in the Cayman Islands, it offers our clients certain tax
advantages. And the islands themselves are renowned for their long-standing geopolitical
and economic stability.
http://www.walkersglobal.com/
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